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Seat Belt Use Compliance in Kansas

Passenger vehicle occupant restraints are regarded as the easiest and the most effective way of reducing the number of highway fatalities. Strong vehicle occupant protection enforcement laws are regarded as the most effective way to increase seat belt use. The increase in restraint use in the United States and other countries has been largely attributed to mandatory seat belt use legislation. Many fatalities and injuries in motor vehicle crashes could be avoided if more passengers used their seat belts. Studies have shown that primary laws have been more effective in seat belt use compliance than secondary laws. Also, legislation has been found to be more effective in increasing seat belt use than educational or incentive programs in the absence of legislation. The United States has been lagging behind other developed countries in enacting strong seat belts use laws and enforcement strengthening. In Kansas, the seat belt usage compliance rate was 60% in 2000, which was far below the national average of 71%. The seat belt fine for Kansas is among the lowest in the US and is regarded by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) as not adequate. In Kansas, the younger child’s compliance rate is the highest while the older child’s compliance rate is the lowest among vehicle occupants’ groups. Pickup truck occupants consistently had the lowest compliance rates as compared to cars, sports utility vehicles (SUVs), and vans.

by Deogratias Eustace and Teresa M. C. Bartel

Safety seat belts are regarded as the easiest and the most effective way of reducing the number of highway fatalities (National Highway Traffic Safety Administration [NHTSA 2000]; Stoke 1996), and strong vehicle occupant protection laws are the most effective way to increase safety belt use (NHTSA 2000). The increase in seat belt use in the United States and other countries has been largely attributed to mandatory seat belt use legislation (Rivara et al. 1999). Many fatalities and injuries in motor vehicle crashes could be avoided if more passengers used their seat belts (Bureau of Transportation Statistics [BTS 1999]). The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration estimates that seat belts saved 10,750 lives in 1997 and if all occupants of passenger vehicles buckled up, an additional 9,601 lives could have been saved (BTS 1999).

The United States has been lagging behind other developed countries in enacting strong seat belt use laws and strengthening enforcement. Enforcement, fines, and types of legislation differ very widely among states and hence there is a wide range in compliance among states.

The purpose of the study was to observe Kansas shoulder seat belt use (adult, and older child—4-14 years old), and younger children’s (birth-3 years) safety seat compliance.

Types of Safety Seat Belt Use Laws: Primary vs. Secondary Enforcement

The safety seat belt usage laws have been of two general types: primary or “standard” seat belt enforcement laws and secondary seat belt enforcement laws. The difference between these seat belt enforcement laws is described below:
• Primary enforcement laws: a citation can be issued whenever a police officer observes an unbelted driver or passenger. In other words, enforcement authorizes police officers to ticket motorists solely for not wearing seat belts.

• Secondary enforcement laws: a citation for not using a seat belt can be issued only if the vehicle has been stopped for some other offense. By law, a police officer is not allowed to stop a vehicle and issue a ticket when observing motorists not wearing seat belts if they are breaking no other law.

The issue of primary enforcement as compared to secondary enforcement of seat belt laws is restricted to the United States only. The mandatory seat belt use laws in Western Europe, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand provide for primary enforcement. Furthermore, seat belt use is also required for rear seats for these countries. In 1993 California became the first state to change a restraint law from secondary to primary enforcement (Rivara et al. 1999). According to NHTSA (2000), as of January 2000, only 16 states, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico have primary laws in effect. Thirty-three states have secondary enforcement laws and one state has no seat belt use law.

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (1999) argues that a primary seat belt law is much more enforceable than a secondary law and by allowing for primary enforcement it enhances the perceived importance of the seat belt law with both the public and the police. Primary enforcement sends a clear message that the state views seat belt use (and the seat belt law) as being essential for the safe operation of a motor vehicle (NHTSA 1999).

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, a federal agency responsible for highway safety issues, has sponsored much research related to highway safety and is the major resource if one is interested in highway safety information at federal and state levels. NHTSA (1999) has been campaigning for states to adopt tougher safety seat belt use laws, and points out the following arguments in its effort (NHTSA 2000) to encourage state authorities to enact primary enforcement laws:

• A July 1997 poll of registered voters by Public Opinion Strategies found overwhelming public support for primary seat belt use laws—62% of respondents favored it.

• The Presidential Initiative for Increasing Safety Seat Belt Use Nationwide issued in 1997 recommends states enact legislation adopting primary seat belt laws and closing the gaps in child passenger safety laws.

• In 1998, states with primary seat belt laws averaged 17% higher belt use than those with secondary laws, i.e., 79% versus 62%.

• Primary enforcement sends a message to motorists that seat belt use is an important safety issue that the state takes seriously.

• Following California’s change to primary enforcement on January 1, 1993, seat belt use increased from 70% in 1992 to 89% in 1998.

• In attitude surveys, police officers consistently prefer primary laws and report that a secondary enforcement law is a major deterrent to issuing citations.

• Experience shows that seat belt use goes up when seat belt laws are actively enforced. For example, in Elmira, New York, a well-publicized enforcement effort from 1985 to 1986 raised seat belt use from 50% to 83%.

• After statewide enforcement and publicity efforts in October 1993 and July 1994
(with 6,364 checkpoints, resulting in 58,883 adult seat belt and 3,728 child seat citations), North Carolina’s seat belt use compliance rate rose from 65% to 81%.

- In Canada, where laws are primary, fines are adequate, with well-publicized enforcement, belt use averages 92%. In contrast, the United States averages 70%.

- The amount of the fine affects effectiveness. A NHTSA study revealed that a state with a $20 fine would tend to have a seat belt use rate that is 8% higher than a state with a $10 fine.

Studies have shown that primary enforcement laws have been more effective in seat belt use compliance than secondary enforcement laws (NHTSA 1999). Legislation has been found to be more effective in increasing seat belt use than educational or incentive programs in the absence of legislation (Tipton et al. 1990). Results from the National Occupant Protection Use Survey (NOPUS) conducted by National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (2001) in October 2000 show that the national average of front seat vehicle occupants seat belt use rate was 71%. However, the results also show that overall seat belt use in states with primary enforcement (standard) seat belt laws was 77% compared with 64% in states with secondary enforcement laws.

Figure 1 summarizes the NHTSA (2001) study. Safety seat belt use rates for occupants of pickup trucks were significantly lower than use rates for occupants of other passenger vehicles. Also, seat belt use in states with primary enforcement was higher than in states with secondary enforcement. The biggest differences were observed for occupants of pickup trucks (see Figure 1).

Observations conducted in 1996 (NHTSA 1999) showed that if the driver was
wearing a seat belt, then 86% of the time toddlers would also be restrained in a safety seat. If the driver was not wearing a seat belt, however, then only 24% of the time will toddlers be restrained in the safety seat.

In their intensive review of literature, Rivara et al. (1999) came to the conclusion that there is general evidence, which indicates that primary enforcement statutes are more likely to achieve the goals of legislation than are secondary enforcement laws. They further note that the effects of primary enforcement laws appear to be larger and more consistent than secondary enforcement laws for seat belt use, reduction in fatalities, and reduction in serious injuries (NHTSA 1999).

**Trends in Safety Seat Belt Use and International Comparison**

The first seat belts were installed by automobile manufacturers in the 1950s (NHTSA 1997a). The compulsory installation of seat belts in private passenger cars in most countries started at about the same period (1960s and 1970s). For example, Sweden started in 1969 (Fhaner and Hane 1973); Canada, in the late 1960s (Grant 1991); Germany in 1974 (Heinrich 1991); Finland in 1971, Norway in 1971, Denmark in 1969, and Iceland in 1969 (Valtonen and Liiikenneturva 1991); Great Britain in 1965 (Broughton 1991); and France in 1964 (Lassarre and Page 1991). Rivara et al. (1999) reported that seat belts have been standard equipment for new vehicles in the United States since 1968.

Stoke (1996) notes the fact that just because cars come equipped with safety seat belts does not ensure they will be used. Despite compulsory seat belt installation in new vehicles, most countries still did not pass legislation to mandate seat belt use. This is surprising since voluntary seat belt use was very low throughout the world. The first law mandating the use of seat belts was enacted in the state of Victoria, Australia, in 1970, and the remainder of Australia and New Zealand followed within two years (Rivara et al. 1999). In Europe, France was the first country to enact a seat belt use law in 1973. In Canada, the first seat belt use laws were enacted in 1976 by the province of Ontario with the provinces of Quebec, British Columbia, and Saskatchewan enacting laws at the end of the following year (Grant 1991). In the United States, the state of New York was the first to pass an adult safety seat belt use law in 1984 (Rivara et al. 1999; BTS 1999). However, Tennessee had already passed a law requiring restraints to be used for infants and children in 1978 (Rivara et al. 1999).

Lassarre and Page (1991) point out that the use of seat belts and nationwide speed limits were two major safety measures taken in 1973 that halted the upward trend of traffic accidents and road deaths in France. By the end of 1993, 43 states and the District of Columbia had adopted mandatory seat belt laws (Dee 1998).

The increase in seat belt use in the United States and other countries has been largely attributed to mandatory seat belt use legislation (Dee 1998; Rivara et al. 1999). The Commonwealth of Virginia’s experience can be used as an example to show the effectiveness of mandatory seat belt laws in increasing users’ compliance. The seat belt use survey done in 1983 showed that the seat belt use rate in urban areas of the state was 17.3%. But one year after the mandatory seat belt use law was passed in 1987 (though a secondary enforcement law), seat belt use rose abruptly to 66.8% (Stoke 1996). Stoke who has been studying seat belt use in Virginia for many years concludes by stating that “immediately after the effective date of the mandatory safety seat belt law, safety belt use by adult occupants increased significantly and has generally remained high each year since.”

Road types affect compliance. Studies have discovered that differences in seat belt use are greatest between urban streets and rural area highways (Makinen and Hagen-
zierker 1991; Lassare and Page 1991). Similar studies have shown the same conclusion. For example, Broughton (1991) found that seat belt use rates decline with road class, and are lower on built-up roads with speed limits less than 40 mph than on nonbuilt-up roads with speed limits greater than 40 mph. Broughton also noted that men are less likely than women to wear seat belts, and use rates increase with age among adults (see also Dee 1998).

Seat Belt Survey Methodologies

Seat belt usage figures are usually based on daytime measurements during working days. The method of measuring seat belt use has been mostly observational and is of two types, either unobtrusive observation, or stopping cars at suitable sites (obtrusive observation). However, a questionnaire format of seat belt use has also been employed (Tipton et al. 1990; Grant et al. 1991; Stoke 1996). The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration has been conducting seat belt use surveys nationally, and its method, known as the National Occupant Protection Use Survey (NOPUS), is generally an observational type of survey.

The Kansas Study

The Kansas Department of Transportation (KDOT) in collaboration with the School of Family Studies and Human Services at Kansas State University conducted a seat belt use study in the summer of 2000, which is summarized below. A similar study was also conducted in 1999.

Study Overview

The study included 548 sites across 20 counties in Kansas at preselected road sites based on the specifications and requirements of the Kansas Department of Transportation. The 20 counties were selected from the state’s 38 counties that constitute 85% of the total population in the state. Within each county, 27 to 29 sites were observed at set times of the day on specified days of the week.

The observation form included items on vehicle type, presence of driver’s shoulder belt, driver’s shoulder belt compliance, presence of an outboard adult passenger (adult passenger on front seat), outboard adult passenger’s shoulder belt compliance, younger child’s position (if younger child in safety seat, younger child’s safety seat orientation), older child’s position, older child’s shoulder belt compliance, and presence of a Kansas license plate. The rear seat adult passengers were not included, as the Kansas seat belt law does not cover them (NHTSA 1999). The sample included both rural and urban counties. A county was considered “urban” if it had at least a population of 50,000 in 1990.

Survey Methodology

The method used for this survey was unobtrusive observational. It was important for an observer (surveyor) to set up on the proper day, proper time, and proper location according to the schedule and maps. As vehicles approach the observation site, the observer was to select a qualifying vehicle and survey it for the characteristics to be observed. Qualified vehicle types for this study were specified as automobiles, passenger vans, pickup trucks, and sport utility vehicles.

As a vehicle approached in the nearest outer lane, the observer was supposed to note its type and whether it had a driver’s side shoulder belt. As the vehicle passed, the observer was required to note the following:

- whether the driver was using the shoulder belt;
- if there was an outboard adult passenger and whether the passenger was using a shoulder belt;
• if there was a younger child, younger child’s position, whether the younger child was in the safety seat, and younger child’s safety seat orientation and placement;
• if there was an older child (4-14 years old), older child’s position, and whether the older child was using the shoulder belt, and
• as the vehicle passed, the observer also noted if the vehicle had a Kansas license plate.

At each survey site, the observer was supposed to record for a total of 40 minutes before moving on to the next designated site location. It was important for the observer to conduct the observations at the proper place, day of the week, and hour of the day. The surveys were conducted during daylight hours between 8 am and 6 pm from Sunday through Saturday.

Reliability of Data

All potential observers who met all initial requirements were given information packets and were provided with the necessary training. Potential observers were given a written exam that was based on the information presented at the training session and in the survey instructional manual. Also, a visual test was provided whereby potential observers were required to fill out the sample observation forms by watching moving vehicles from a videotape. Only those who could give satisfactory results (scoring 85% correct) were selected to continue with the study.

Inter-rater reliability checks were conducted on 20% of the 548 sites. This means that two observers were stationed at one site whereby each one completed the forms independently without any communication. However, if the second observer was present for reliability observation, the primary observer was supposed to inform the secondary observer which vehicle to be observed (sampled) from the traffic stream as each observation began.

Results

More detailed results of the study are documented in Bartel and Poresky (2000a). More than 33,500 vehicles were surveyed in the 2000 study. Figure 2 shows the overall seat belt compliance rates among vehicle occupants studied, i.e., a driver, an outboard adult passenger, an older child (4-14 years old) and a younger child (under 4 years old). The figure reveals that the compliance rate is highest for the young child. The younger child’s compliance was 86% while that of an older child was the lowest at 55%. The driver and an outboard adult passenger both were found to have an equal rate of 60% seat belt compliance.

Figure 3 compares the seat belt compliance rates between rural and urban areas. The trend is consistent with higher compliance rates in urban areas than for rural areas for all vehicle occupants.

Figure 4 shows the occupants’ seat belt compliance rates by vehicle types. For pickup trucks, the compliance rate is significantly and consistently lower than the compliance rates for the other vehicle types.

Table 1 shows an interesting trend when one examines older children’s seating position and their seat belt compliance rates. The table shows that 51.6% of the children were observed in rear seats while 48.5% were observed in front seats. There is no seat belt compliance difference between children seated in the front position and those seated in the rear position (data analyzed for primary older children only).
Figure 2: Overall Average Vehicle Seat Belt Compliance Rates by Occupant Type

![Chart showing overall average vehicle seat belt compliance rates by occupant type.](chart1)

Driver: 60%
OB Passenger: 60%
Older Child: 55%
Younger Child: 86%

Figure 3: Comparison of Rural and Urban Vehicle Occupants’ Seat Belt Compliance Rates

![Chart comparing rural and urban vehicle occupants’ seat belt compliance rates.](chart2)

Rural:
Driver: 57%
OB Passenger: 59%
Older Child: 53%
Younger Child: 82%

Urban:
Driver: 65%
OB Passenger: 63%
Older Child: 59%
Younger Child: 92%
The trend for younger children seat belt compliance has been quite different from those of older ones, according to the trend that has been depicted in previous graphs. Table 2 gives more insight to younger children’s seat belt compliance (data analyzed for primary younger children only). Many more younger children were observed in the rear position (84.7%) and most of them either wear seat belts or use children’s seat restraints (95.9%). Also, it is easy to notice that the younger children are the least observed group, with only 203 vehicles carrying younger children as opposed to more than 16,300 vehicles analyzed in this paper.

Table 3 shows that whenever a driver uses a seat belt there is a higher chance that an outboard adult passenger will also use a seat belt. Data show that when a driver used a seat belt, 86% of the outboard adult passengers also used seat belts. When a driver did not use a seat belt only 15.2% of the outboard adult passengers used the seat belt. In other words, if a driver does not use a seat belt, there is a greater chance that the outboard adult passenger will not use it. In gen-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Older Child Position</th>
<th>Using Seat Belt</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rear</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>57.5%</td>
<td>42.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>57.6%</td>
<td>42.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
eral, the driver’s behavior will most likely influence all other vehicle occupants’ seat belt use.

Discussion of Results and Conclusions

According to the Kansas Department of Transportation (1998), in 1998 child safety seat usage rates were at 80%, up from just 68% in 1996. For children ages 4-13 they buckled up 58% of the time in 1998 as compared to 50% in 1996. Older passengers (age 14 and above) buckled up 58% of the time in 1998 as compared to 54% in 1996. A study conducted in 1999 (Bartel and Poresky 2000b), found that driver, outboard adult passenger, older child, and younger child seat belt compliance rates were 60, 59, 52, and 83%, respectively. The same trend has been shown in this study for 2000 although there is an increase in seat belt and child safety seat usage. Child safety seat usage has increased from 80% in 1998 to 86%. The older child’s seat belt usage has dropped from 58% to 55% and adult’s usage has increased slightly from 58% to 60%. However, the increase in seat belt usage in Kansas has not been large enough to reach acceptable levels. The authors could not determine whether the small changes in the older child and adult compliance rates are statistically significant due to the inability to obtain the 1996 data.

There is a higher chance that if the driver uses a seat belt, an adult outboard passenger will also buckle up. There is no difference in seat belt compliance rates between the driver and the outboard adult passenger. Pick-up trucks’ occupants have the highest chance of not using seat belts. Younger children’s seat belt compliance is significantly and consistently higher than all other vehicle occupant types. Most of the younger children sit in the rear seat position.

The older children have the highest chance of traveling without wearing seat belts. For older children, the number of those who sit in the rear position is slightly higher than those who sit in the front position. This is dangerous for children traveling in vehicles with air bags installed, as they can be fatal equipment to children aged 12 and under, once released (Kansas Safety Belt Education

---

Table 2: Comparison of Younger Children’s Position and Seat Belt Compliance Rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Young Child Position</th>
<th>Using Seat Belt</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rear</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>95.9%</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>67.7%</td>
<td>32.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: The Relationship of Driver’s Seat Belt Compliance and Outboard Adult Passenger’s Seat Belt Compliance Rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Driver Use Seat Belt</th>
<th>OB Passenger Use Seat Belt</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Percent (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>6209</td>
<td>87.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>876</td>
<td>12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3569</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Office 1997). However, there is no significant difference in seat belt use compliance rates between older children who sit in the front or rear position.

The seat belt usage rate in Kansas is still low and in fact is lower than the national average rate of 71%. In comparison with other states, Kansas is among the states with the lowest seat belt usage (NHTSA 1997a). This can be mainly attributed to secondary enforcement laws. For some years now, the Kansas Department of Transportation has been sponsoring an education campaign through the media popularly known as the “Kansas Click” campaign. As other earlier studies have noted, a primary enforcement law in conjunction with an educational campaign is required for high seat belt usage. Tough fines for offending motorists are also effective. The Kansas law allows a $10 fine to be issued to offending motorists for not using seat belts (NHTSA 2001); this fine is one of the lowest among the states and it is not effective (NHTSA 2000; NHTSA 2001). Driver seat belt compliance has been higher in urban areas than rural areas. Most of the trends shown by the results of this study agree with the trends shown by similar studies conducted by NHTSA.

It can be concluded that the lack of an effective primary seat belt enforcement law, coupled with a low seat belt fine, are the major reasons that seat belt use compliance in Kansas has remained relatively low.

Recommendations

It is now time for Kansas and all other states to adopt primary seat belt enforcement laws. As the literature shows and the results of this study confirm, tough seat belt laws should be the starting point for increasing seat belt use compliance. The survey results from this study have shown that the seat belt use rate has not increased substantially in recent years, which requires a need for a tougher enforcement policy to increase compliance.

Since the amount of the fine affects the rate of seat belt usage, it is suggested that the $10 currently charged in Kansas is far too low. Fines in the United States currently range from $5 in Idaho to $75 in Oregon. The most common fine charged in 27 States is $20 or $25 (NHTSA 2000). The fine charged by the state of Kansas for not using a seat belt is on the lower end of the fine spectrum and is below the average fine charged by most states. The major target group for higher fines should be older children (ages 4-14) who have the lowest seat belt compliance, which is also confirmed by other research efforts (NHTSA 1999). For example, a higher fine can be charged if a motorist is traveling with an unbuckled child in the car.

Publicity, tough enforcement, and fines should go hand-in-hand, i.e., they should complement each other. Revenue from seat belt law fines can be used to help support publicity and other promotional and incentive efforts.
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